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EEA#:
MEPA Analyst:
The information requested on this form must be completed in order to submit a document
review under the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act, 301 CMR 11.00.

electronically for

Project Name: Nantucket Memorial Airport 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan Projects
Street Address: 14 Airport Road, Nantucket MA 02554
Municipality: Nantucket
Watershed: Islands
Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates: Latitude: 41º15’15”
Longitude: 70º3’30”
Estimated commencement date: September
Estimated completion date: 2025
2020 and later
Project Type: Airport improvements
Status of project design: 10% complete
Proponent: Nantucket Airport Commission and Town of Nantucket
Street Address: 14 Airport Road
Municipality: Nantucket
State: MA
Zip Code: 02554
Name of Contact Person: Tom Rafter, Airport Manager
Firm/Agency: Nantucket Memorial Airport
Street Address: 14 Airport Road
Municipality: Nantucket
State: MA
Zip Code: 02554
Phone: 508-325-5304
Fax: 508-325-5306
E-mail:
Does this project meet or exceed a mandatory EIR threshold (see 301 CMR 11.03)?
Yes
No
(Land alteration)
If this is an Expanded Environmental Notification Form (ENF) (see 301 CMR 11.05(7)) or a
Notice of Project Change (NPC), are you requesting:
a Single EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.06(8))
a Special Review Procedure? (see 301CMR 11.09)
a Waiver of mandatory EIR? (see 301 CMR 11.11)
a Phase I Waiver? (see 301 CMR 11.11)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

(Note: Greenhouse Gas Emissions analysis must be included in the Expanded ENF.)

Which MEPA review threshold(s) does the project meet or exceed (see 301 CMR 11.03)?

Land: Direct alteration of 50 or more acres of land (ENF and Mandatory EIR)
State-Listed Species: Greater than two acres of disturbance of designated Priority Habitat that
results in a take (ENF and Other MEPA Review)
Which State Agency Permits will the project require?
Effective January 2011

Massachusetts Endangered Species Act Conservation and Management Permit Amendment
(for Taxiway E) and a new Conservation and Management Permit for the other Capital
Improvement Plan projects (Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program)
Wetlands Protection Act Permit for work within buffer to coastal bank (Town of Nantucket)
Identify any financial assistance or land transfer from an Agency of the Commonwealth,
including the Agency name and the amount of funding or land area in acres:

Massachusetts Department of Transportation: 5%

Summary of Project Size
& Environmental Impacts
LAND

Existing

Total site acreage
New acres of land altered
Acres of impervious area
Square feet of new bordering
vegetated wetlands alteration
Square feet of new other wetland
alteration

971.3

Change

98.64
Not determined

10.51

0
0
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Total

Acres of new non-water dependent
use of tidelands or waterways

0

STRUCTURES
Gross square footage
Number of housing units
Maximum height (feet)

Not determined
1

4

5

Unknown

TRANSPORTATION
Vehicle trips per day
Parking spaces

Not applicable

No new trips

218

6

Unknown

To be determined

224

WASTEWATER
Water Use (Gallons per day)
Water withdrawal (GPD)
Wastewater generation/treatment
(GPD)
Length of water mains (miles)
Length of sewer mains (miles)

Not applicable
Unknown

To be determined

Unknown

No new mains

Unknown

No new mains

Has this project been filed with MEPA before?
Yes (EEA #
)
No Not this specific set of alternatives
Has any project on this site been filed with MEPA before?
Yes (EEA #926, 2426, 2864, 4562, 4603, 5912, 6525, 8188, 12299, 14230, 14588, 14707)
No
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GENERAL PROJECT INFORMATION – all proponents must fill out this section
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Describe the existing conditions and land uses on the project site:___________________________
Nantucket Memorial Airport (the Airport) is located on the Island of Nantucket, 25 miles south of Cape Cod,
MA on 971 acres (see Attachment 2, Figure 1). The entire island is located within the designated Coastal Zone
for Massachusetts. The Airport is located on the southern part of the island on relatively level, sandy ground.
The property boundaries include areas of coastal banks and beaches with public access. Coastal erosion is an
ongoing concern at various locations throughout the island, including along the beach and banks located south of
Runway 6-24. (Figure 2.)
Nantucket is unique in many respects: Nantucket is predominantly a summer resort where the population
between June and September escalates to approximately 55,000, which is almost five times greater than the yearround population of approximately 17,000. Approximately 75% of all visitors arrive by ferry; the remainder
arrive by air. There are a high percentage of second-home owners.
The Airport is owned by the Town of Nantucket and operated by the Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission.
The Commission is an appointed agency under the Nantucket Board of Selectmen and operates the Airport under
its independent self-sustaining Enterprise Fund.
The Airport is a public airport with both general aviation and passenger airline activity. The Airport is classified
within the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems as a “Primary” airport. A “Primary” airport is defined as a
public use airport that receives scheduled airline passenger service, enplaning (boarding) 10,000 or more
passengers per year. The Airport is a public use facility (i.e., does not require prior permission to take off or
land) with approximately 140,000 commercial enplanements.
During the months of July and August, the Airport is the second busiest airport in Massachusetts, after Logan
International Airport, as it is a popular destination for seasonal tourist traffic. Passenger airlines providing
arrivals and departures to the Airport include Cape Air, Delta, JetBlue, United Airlines, American Airlines,
Rectrix Shuttle, Southern Airways Express, and Tradewind Aviation. Many workers “commute” by air and boat
from Hyannis. The advent of fractional or partial ownership of corporate aircraft has stimulated demand for
corporate aircraft use at the Airport.
The aircraft utilizing the Airport have evolved to larger, heavier, wider-wingspan jets; lighter aircraft such as the
Beechcraft 1900 and Saab 340 have been replaced by heavier Embraer E175 and E190 aircraft. The larger jets
require stronger pavement and occupy larger areas of ramp space for parking. During peak summer weekends,
especially during the Airport’s busiest months of July and August, there is limited ramp space available, leading
to narrow taxilanes and limited maneuvering areas for aircraft.
Describe the proposed project and its programmatic and physical elements: _________________
NOTE: The project description should summarize both the project’s direct and indirect impacts
(including construction period impacts) in terms of their magnitude, geographic extent, duration
and frequency, and reversibility, as applicable. It should also discuss the infrastructure requirements
of the project and the capacity of the municipal and/or regional infrastructure to sustain these
requirements into the future.
There are several airport improvements proposed for the Nantucket Memorial Airport. The projects included
below are those proposed in the Airport’s Capital Improvement Plan for the next five years. (The Capital
Improvement Plan is an airport’s multi-year plan for financing and implementing projects.) In general, these
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projects are needed to support the air service needs of residents, commuters, vacationers, and others.
Because of the poor condition of Taxiway E, that project is proposed to be completed as soon as possible. As
explained in the accompanying Phase 1 Waiver Request (Attachment 1), this will require that all permits and
approvals be obtained for the Taxiway E reconstruction before completion of the full MEPA EIR process. A
portion of stub Taxiway A must be relocated simultaneous with the Taxiway E project and is therefore included
in the Phase 1 Waiver Request. The other stub taxiways, Runway 6-24 improvements, and all other Capital
Improvement Plan projects will go through the full MEPA EIR process.
The changes in impervious and vegetated land acreage, for both Priority/Estimated Habitat and non-Priority
Habitat, are listed on the Project Plans cover sheet in Attachment 2.
The projects are listed below by year of proposed construction:
2020
Reconstruct Taxiway E and Relocate Stub Taxiway A
2021
Decommission Runway 12-30 and Convert to Taxiway C
2023
Rehabilitate Runway 6-24 and Relocate Remaining Stub Taxiways
Replace Airfield Lighting Home-Run Cables
Construct Runway 24 High-Speed Taxiway
2024
Construct South Apron Expansion
2025 or thereafter
Relocate Taxiway G
Relocate Perimeter Road and Fence (timing to be based on erosion conditions)
Construct Nobadeer Farm Crew Quarters
Construct Ground Service Equipment Building
Expand Marine Storage Facility

1. Reconstruct Taxiway E and Relocate Stub Taxiway A
Taxiway E and the associated stub taxiway work is described in detail in Attachment 1, Phase 1 Waiver Request.
Below is a brief summary of the project need, alternatives and impacts.
Taxiway E and its associated run-up pads (turnouts where pilots perform final checks prior to takeoff) were last
improved in 1985, which means the pavement has surpassed its useful life of 20 years. Meanwhile, heavier
aircraft have been operating at the airport, putting more strain on the pavement.
The 2012 Pavement Condition Index was 55, indicating it was in poor condition and needed major rehabilitation;
since 2012 no rehabilitation has been conducted. As the pavement deteriorates, there is increased potential for
foreign object debris such as rocks and pieces of pavement coming loose and being ingested into aircraft engines
or being thrown into other taxiing aircraft. Moreover, the existing ground elevation along 2,350 feet of Taxiway
E exceeds the runway elevation. Within the “Primary Surface”, existing ground elevations should be at or lower
than the runway elevation, per Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advisory Circular 150/5300-13A, Airport
Design (“Airport Design Advisory Circular”).
Three design alternatives have been considered:
• Alternative A: lowering Taxiway E to be at or lower than Runway 6-24
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•
•

Alternative B: raising Runway 6-24 to be at or above the Taxiway E elevation
Alternative C: a hybrid design both lowering Taxiway E and raising Runway 6-24. This alternative did
not offer any advantages in terms of cost or impacts and will not be further discussed here.

Alternative A includes lowering Taxiway E’s elevation below Runway 6-24. Due to the intersecting
infrastructure associated with this taxiway, lowering of this component to accommodate the surface requirements
would also require lowering of a portion of Runway 15-33, stub taxiways, and a substantial portion of the South
Apron area.
As shown on the Project Plans cover sheet in Attachment 2, this alternative would include converting 1.77 acres
of grass to pavement, 0.49 acres of existing pavement converted to grass (1.28 acres net new impervious
surface), and 41.22 acres of grass being regraded and remaining grass. In Priority Habitat, this alternative would
result in 0.59 acres of grass being converted to pavement, 0.28 acres of pavement converted to grass (0.31 acres
net new impervious), and 32.91 acres of grass being regraded and remaining grass. Additionally, all utilities
(such as electrical conduit or drainage pipes) that cross beneath the existing pavement or are within the pavement
box would need to be reviewed, as many of them would likely need to be lowered as well, especially in areas
where the pavement is being lowered over one foot. Special care would need to be taken when reviewing the
storm drainage, as lowering pipes for storm drainage may require additional work in downstream infrastructure.
The taxiway reconstruction would include replacing and/or adding guidance signs; replacing lighting systems
including lights, cables, and duct banks; and associated drainage improvements.
Alternative B includes raising the Runway 6-24 elevation higher than the Taxiway E elevation. This alternative
would result in the same amount of new impervious acreage as Alternative A, both overall and in Priority
Habitat. In addition, 42.99 acres of grass area will be regraded and reseeded. Additionally, utilities and drainage
within and around the pavement would need to be evaluated and may need to be adjusted. The taxiway
reconstruction would include replacing and/or adding guidance signs; replacing lighting systems including lights,
cables, and duct banks; and drainage improvements.
Alternative A is not considered feasible or practical due to its impacts to existing intersecting infrastructure (i.e.,
Runway 15-33, stub taxiways, and the South Apron). Additionally, the temporary impacts (regrading grass)
associated with Alternative B, while slightly greater, are not anticipated to have a long-term impact on Priority
Habitat. For these reasons, the Airport identified Alternative B as its preferred alternative.
The 2018 Focused Airport Layout Plan Update identified that the portions of Taxiways A and B located between
the terminal apron and Taxiway E are non-standard according to the FAA Airport Design Advisory Circular and
could potentially lead to aircraft accidentally taxiing directly from the terminal apron onto Runway 6-24. The
Airport Design Advisory Circular specifically states, “Do not design taxiways to lead directly from an apron to a
runway without requiring a turn.” This is referred to as “direct access”. In addition, Taxiways A and B have been
identified as Runway 6-24 primary surface obstructions, meaning they are within the primary surface and higher
than the runway surface elevation. This would be resolved by relocating Taxiway A and raising the runway to be
higher in elevation than Taxiway B. The Taxiway A relocation is included in the Phase 1 Waiver request.
2. Decommission Runway 12-30 and Convert to Taxiway C
Runway 12-30 will be decommissioned (no longer designated a runway) because it is primarily used as a
taxiway (Taxiway C) and it is not needed to accommodate the number of flights at the Airport. In addition, the
pavement is dual use, i.e., it functions as a runway and taxiway, with the potential for conflicts between aircraft.
Extensive geometry modifications would be required to maintain it as a runway, including eliminating the
aligned taxiway access and creating end safety areas that meet FAA guidelines. Decommissioning the runway
will also involve pavement remarking. Administrative actions include modifying the Airport Layout Plan, 5010
record, navigation charts, and other documents.
Taxiway C Medium Intensity Taxiway Lights (MITLs) fixtures were last replaced in 2002 and are beyond their
typical 10-year life expectancy. The current lights also require more energy usage than necessary. They are also
less easily visible for pilots than other technologies, which affects situational awareness and safety. Additionally,
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based on FAA design standards, Taxiway C Medium Intensity Taxiway Lights are not at the proper offset from
pavement edges and are not at the proper height.
Approximately 0.86 acre of Priority Habitat would be regraded. Any impacts to Priority Habitat would occur in
managed grasslands close to pavement edges, and impacts would be temporary.
3. Rehabilitate Runway 6-24 and Relocate Remaining Stub Taxiways
As described above, a portion of Runway 6-24 is at a lower elevation than Taxiway E, which does not meet
FAA design guidelines. Also, there are grass infield areas near the Runway 6 end with grades that do not meet
current FAA criteria. The current runway is also getting to an age where it needs preventive maintenance to
extend its useful life. This project will likely involve some combination of reconstruction (in areas where the
profile will be changed) and a mill and overlay (in areas where no profile change is proposed). Grading issues
within the runway safety area will also be addressed.
As discussed above, the preferred alternative is to raise Runway 6-24 to be at or above the Taxiway E
elevation. At intersections with taxiways, fillets (angled pavement at corners of taxiway and runway
intersections) would be added to bring the geometry into conformance with FAA guidelines. The change in
elevation may necessitate changes to lights, utilities, signage, and other infrastructure, although the intent
would be to reconstruct or replace these in place and in kind. The impacts of runway rehabilitation are
discussed above with Taxiway E.
A study of the remaining stub taxiways (Taxiways B, C and D) will be undertaken to evaluate whether their
location, elevation, and geometry need to be modified. Regardless of the selected alternative, new fillets
would be needed, resulting in a small amount of new impervious surface. If portions of these taxiways are
relocated, it is likely the impacts would be temporary, with little net change in pavement area.
4. Replace Airfield Lighting Home-Run Cables
This project includes the replacement of the home-run cables (the cables to and from the main circuit breakers).
The home-run cables vary in age from 10 to over 20 years old; and most are more than 20 years old and are
beyond their serviceable life and need to be replaced.
The cables which run from the terminal area electrical vault, under the aircraft apron and to an existing manhole,
would be removed and replaced with new cables. The new home-run cables would run to a proposed new
manhole within the apron. From there, new cables may be needed to reach existing airfield electrical systems,
such as taxiway and runway lighting. Some of these cables may pass under the grass safety areas along or
between taxiways. These would be installed by digging a narrow (one to two feet wide) trench along the edges of
the pavement to replace or install conduit for the cables. This would be a temporary disturbance. When the work
is complete, existing topsoil would be replaced and temporary ground cover seed would be spread.
5. Construct Runway 24 High-Speed Taxiway
A high-speed exit taxiway from Runway 24 to Taxiway E is proposed to reduce taxi times, fuel burn and ground
noise. This taxiway would serve aircraft that are landing on Runway 24. Two alternatives are under
consideration: one at an oblique angle and one perpendicular to the runway. The oblique angle would allow
aircraft to exit at higher speeds and therefore would better achieve the goal of getting aircraft off the runway
more quickly and efficiently.
The oblique-angle Runway 24 high-speed taxiway is preferred and would convert 0.77 acres of Priority Habitat
managed grassland to impervious surface and would temporarily impact an additional 0.59 acres of this habitat.
This project would require the construction of new pavement, lighting, signing and minor adjustments to grading
and drainage.
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6. Construct South Apron Expansion
There are severe shortages of aircraft parking spaces, especially during the summer season. During some peak
season weekends, the Airport has had to close Runway 15-33, which carries commercial airline traffic, to
accommodate overflow aircraft parking and make room for the jet fleet. While these conditions occur during the
peak summer season, the physical configuration of the existing apron, and the design requirements created by
FAA design standards, create operational safety and airfield capacity issues that must be addressed.
The full extension of the South Apron had been the subject of the previously filed ENF and EEA Certificate
No.14707, issued on March 25, 2011. The currently proposed expansion is considerably smaller than that
previously proposed.
This project proposes adding apron pavement to park 10 additional aircraft: one A-220, five Global 5000 and
four Gulfstream G450. The A-220 has pull in/pull out capability (i.e., can enter and exit the space under its own
power), but the rest of the aircraft are pull in/tug back. The new apron will be designed to match into existing
grades as near to the pavement edge as feasible to limit disturbance. The construction of the apron would
include guidance signs and lighting systems, including lights, cables, and duct banks. The work also includes
associated drainage improvements.
The original design for this project would have converted 10.25 acres of Priority Habitat and 3.09 acres of nonPriority Habitat grassland to impervious surfaces. The proposed project would convert 6.75 acres of Priority and
0.32 acres of non-Priority Habitat managed grassland, with an additional 3.39 and 0.55 acres of temporary
impact to Priority and non-Priority Habitat, respectively.
In addition, the Airport sponsor has expressed interest in a berm that would be constructed between the proposed
South Ramp Expansion and the adjacent residential neighborhood in order to minimize noise from the expanded
ramp. The berm could be up to 100 feet wide at the base. The berm has not been formally designed and is not
currently included in any project impact totals.
7. Relocate Taxiway G
The current 125-foot separation between parallel Taxiways E and G is 27 feet less than the FAA design criterion
of 152 feet for Airplane Design Group III aircraft (larger aircraft, such as JetBlue’s Embraer 190 and A220).
This means that there are operational safety constraints for these aircraft, which have wingspans up to 118 feet. It
is proposed to add 27 feet of pavement on the north side of Taxiway G, remove pavement from the south side,
and relocate the centerline of Taxiway G 27 feet to the north to provide safe wingtip clearance and taxiway
separation.
Given the existing configuration of taxiways, the proposed pavement addition is the only feasible alternative to
meet FAA wingtip separation requirements, without major airfield reconfigurations and increased impacts.
This safety improvement is recommended in the 5-Year Capital Improvement Plan for 2025. It will require 0.03
acres of Priority Habitat grass to become impervious; 0.21 acres of Priority Habitat grass to be regraded; 0.17
acres of non-Priority Habitat grass to be regraded; 0.52 acres of non-Priority Habitat grass to become
impervious; and 0.41 acres of non-Priority Habitat impervious to become grass. This is an overall net increase of
0.14 acres of impervious surface.
8. Relocate Perimeter Road and Fence
Coastal erosion is threatening the perimeter road and fence at the Runway 6 end. The perimeter road is needed
for the Airport to perform safety and security inspections and conduct airfield and navigational aid maintenance
and upkeep without passing through the aircraft movement areas. Fencing keeps unwanted people and animals
from entering the Airport, which could pose a safety and security risk. It is important to maintain perimeter road
access and fencing near the Runway 6 end.
At current erosion rates, coastal erosion is expected to continue encroaching on the road and fence, and to
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physically damage these facilities within the next several years. It is impossible to predict when the coastal
erosion will undermine the fence and road and relocation will be needed. Part of this project will be determining
what level or extent of erosion triggers the need for relocation. The work is tentatively schedule for 2025.
This project will require new roadway construction, minor drainage improvements and new fence construction.
Additional grading beyond the roadway edge will be needed, but care will be taken to match existing grading
closely to minimize that amount. Since the fence and road would be moved landward, less of it would be within
the coastal bank buffer zone. Since it will be shorter, there will be a slight reduction in impervious surface (0.05
acres).
9. Construct Nobadeer Farm Crew Quarters
The 2016 Essential Operations, Emergency, and Safety Personnel study provides data regarding Nantucket’s
housing problems and its effect on the staffing of emergency personnel positions. Nantucket Island has a limited
inventory of housing units and median home prices make home ownership cost-prohibitive for 90 percent of the
island’s year-round households. During an aircraft accident, mutual aid (aid from multiple towns or
communities) is critical. On the mainland, mutual aid is normally provided by surrounding communities that can
drive to the scene. Due to its physical geographical barriers of being on an island, the response time for any offisland units or personnel is three hours at best. At the time of writing this ENF, of the 24 total paid firefighters,
half are facing the challenge of retaining their living space on Nantucket Island and an additional 2 live offisland. Additionally, there are 12 call firefighters (6 of whom are Airport employees), one of whom lives offisland. Of the 6 Airport employees, 3 are currently facing housing challenges. There are 4 open positions at the
Airport’s Fire Department; only 1 applicant is an island resident. There is a need to provide crew
quarters/housing for emergency personnel to be able to attract and retain employees.
In addition to firefighters and emergency personnel, there are seasonal staff increases for operations, Fixed Base
Operator (the principal operator providing a range of aviation services), and security staff. The 2015 Master
Plan (Section 6.3.4) found that in the summer season:
• Operations staff increases by 11,
• Fixed Base Operator staff doubles from 3 to 6, and
• Security staff increases by 3.
This is an overall seasonal increase of nearly 60% to a total of 52 employees.
All previous Airport Layout Plans have identified a proposed Airport Manager’s house. The lack of permanent
housing for the Airport Manager and Airport Security Coordinator can be a deterrent in attracting and sustaining
qualified senior airport management candidates to the island. The problem is exacerbated by Nantucket’s real
estate market, where 12-month leases are at risk of not being extended by property owners in favor of more
lucrative 4-month summer leases that generate equivalent or higher returns over shorter periods. This has
become an increasingly critical issue, which when combined with the need for seasonal employee housing, has
become acute in recent years.
In summary, the 2016 Essential Operations, Emergency, and Safety Personnel study and the 2015 Master Plan
identified a housing need for 18 emergency and 17 Airport staff plus a house for the Airport Manager.
The crew quarters project would convert approximately 0.30 acres of Priority Habitat to impervious surfaces and
would alter the grading and vegetation on an additional 1.06 acres. The habitat is currently a mixture of shrub
and forest vegetation.
10. Construct Ground Service Equipment Building
The Ground Service Equipment (GSE) storage area at ACK is inadequate and storage of the equipment is
fragmented. A new 3,200 square foot Ground Service Equipment building is proposed in developed land
southeast of the terminal building. The building would not be heated.
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Two alternatives are under consideration. Options 1 and 2 would convert 0.05 and 0.02 acres of lawn grass to
impervious surface, respectively. Neither alternative would affect Priority Habitat. Option 2 is closer to the
airfield and terminal building and is preferred.
11. Expand Marine Storage Facility
An existing marine storage facility (boat yard) on Airport property would like to expand its operations, and
there is demand on the island for additional off-season boat storage.
As an island, ACK relies on local town departments for marine assistance for both existing projects and
events under the Airport Emergency Plan. This does not include responses to water landings, but boat lifts
have been used to facilitate the last several gear-up landings involving small general aviation aircraft. By
ensuring marine operators have room for expansion, the Airport is enabling their fiscal sustainability and
continued partnership to provide for aviation services.
The proposed location is a narrow strip of land between athletic fields and the Airport perimeter road, and is a
suitable configuration for expansion of existing boat storage but not for most other land uses. The project
would impact approximately 1.00 acre of Priority Habitat that is currently vegetated with trees and shrubs.
The habitat type is well represented on the Airport and in the vicinity.
The specific infrastructure has not yet been identified, but could consist of pavement or gravel with fencing
around the perimeter of the site. No buildings are proposed.

Describe the on-site project alternatives (and alternative off-site locations, if applicable), considered
by the proponent, including at least one feasible alternative that is allowed under current zoning,
and the reasons(s) that they were not selected as the preferred alternative:
Alternatives are discussed above with the proposed projects. _____________________

NOTE: The purpose of the alternatives analysis is to consider what effect changing the parameters
and/or siting of a project, or components thereof, will have on the environment, keeping in mind that
the objective of the MEPA review process is to avoid or minimize damage to the environment to the
greatest extent feasible. Examples of alternative projects include alternative site locations,
alternative site uses, and alternative site configurations.
Summarize the mitigation measures proposed to offset the impacts of the preferred alternative:
New impervious surfaces will be balanced by removal of existing impervious surfaces where feasible.
Permanent stormwater management measures such as catch basins and infiltration practices will be
implemented to provide treatment of runoff from new impervious surfaces.
Erosion and sediment control will be implemented during construction.
Mitigation measures for rare species have yet to be determined, but will be developed in consultation with the
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program and other agencies. Mitigation may consist of habitat
management measures in existing rare species habitat on Airport property, habitat restoration on Airport
property, payments in lieu of formal mitigation, or other measures. In addition, there may be “surplus”
mitigation from past Airport projects which could be applied to this project.
If the project is proposed to be constructed in phases, please describe each phase:
The current projected schedule for the Capital Improvement Plan projects was listed above in the Project Description
section.
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AREAS OF CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN:
Is the project within or adjacent to an Area of Critical Environmental Concern?
Yes (Specify__________________________________)
No
if yes, does the ACEC have an approved Resource Management Plan? ___ Yes ___ No;
If yes, describe how the project complies with this plan.
_______________________________________________________
Will there be stormwater runoff or discharge to the designated ACEC? ___ Yes ___ No;
If yes, describe and assess the potential impacts of such stormwater runoff/discharge to the designated ACEC.
_________________________________________________
RARE SPECIES:
Does the project site include Estimated and/or Priority Habitat of State-Listed Rare Species? (see
http://www.mass.gov/dfwele/dfw/nhesp/regulatory_review/priority_habitat/priority_habitat_home.htm)
Yes (Specify___PH 15, EH 79_______________________________ )
No
HISTORICAL /ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES:
Does the project site include any structure, site or district listed in the State Register of Historic Place
or the inventory of Historic and Archaeological Assets of the Commonwealth?
Yes (Specify___The Airport is within the Nantucket Historic District, which is on the State and National Registers.
See below_______________________________ )
No
If yes, does the project involve any demolition or destruction of any listed or inventoried historic
or archaeological resources?
Yes (Specify__________________________________)
No
WATER RESOURCES:
Is there an Outstanding Resource Water (ORW) on or within a half-mile radius of the project site? ___Yes __X_No;
if yes, identify the ORW and its location. ______________________________________________
(NOTE: Outstanding Resource Waters include Class A public water supplies, their tributaries, and bordering
wetlands; active and inactive reservoirs approved by MassDEP; certain waters within Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern, and certified vernal pools. Outstanding resource waters are listed in the
Surface Water Quality Standards, 314 CMR 4.00.)
Are there any impaired water bodies on or within a half-mile radius of the project site? ___Yes _X__No; if yes,
identify the water body and pollutant(s) causing the impairment:____________________________________.
Is the project within a medium or high stress basin, as established by the Massachusetts
Water Resources Commission? ___Yes _X__No
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT:
Generally describe the project's stormwater impacts and measures that the project will take to comply
with the standards found in MassDEP's Stormwater Management Regulations:

The project will result in up to approximately 10.51 acres of new impervious surfaces. The proposed permanent
and temporary stormwater management measures have not yet been designed for each component but will
be designed to comply with stormwater regulations where applicable.
MASSACHUSETTS CONTINGENCY PLAN:
Has the project site been, or is it currently being, regulated under M.G.L.c.21E or the Massachusetts
Contingency Plan? Yes _X__ No ___ ; if yes, please describe the current status of the site (including Release
Tracking Number (RTN), cleanup phase, and Response Action Outcome classification):

Based on a review of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP) Bureau of Waste Site
Cleanup online database, a total of five state-listed disposal sites were identified in the vicinity (i.e., 500-foot radius)
of the Project Area. The 500-foot search radius was used for screening purposes to identify potential disposal sites
using only the address of the Airport. Of the five total state-listed disposal sites, three have the potential to impact the
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Project Area; these sites are listed and described below. The remaining two disposal sites (identified as RTNs 411527 and RTN 4-24257) are unlikely to impact the Project based on their current regulatory status.
•

RTN 4-25255 (Nantucket Memorial Airport, 14 Airport Road)
In 2013, Airport personnel cleared soil from three lots within the limits of the Airport and moved approximately
1,500 cubic yards of excess soil to a location outside of the Airport to the northeast. Following the excavation and
stockpiling of soil, it was determined that the soil was generated from within a Formerly Used Defense Site and
therefore had the potential to contain unexploded ordnances or munition debris. The aforementioned soil was
subsequently screened using a magnetometer and no unexploded ordnances or munitions debris were identified in the
stockpile; however, elevated concentrations of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and metals including arsenic,
nickel and chromium were identified. The elevated concentrations of metals in the stockpile were reported to
MassDEP and RTN 4-25255 was assigned to the disposal site. A Permanent Solution Statement with No Conditions
was submitted for the disposal site in June 2018 indicating a Condition of No Significant Risk was achieved for the
disposal site; however, residual concentrations of metals and polyaromatic hydrocarbons remain in soil.
A Military Munitions Response Program Site Inspection was conducted for the Formerly Used Defense Site in 2008
which determined that elevated concentrations of antimony, copper, lead, and nickel were present in surficial soils at
the Airport above Environmental Protection Agency Region IX human health screening values. Due to the presence
of the metals and polyaromatic hydrocarbons in surficial soils within the Project Area, conditions associated with this
disposal site have the potential to impact environmental conditions within the work areas of the following
components of the Proposed Project: Reconstruct Taxiway E and Relocate Stub Taxiway A, Decommission Runway
12-30 and Convert to Taxiway C, Rehabilitate Runway 6-24 and Relocate Remaining Stub Taxiways, Replace
Airfield Lighting Home-Run Cables, , Relocate Taxiway G, Construct South Apron Expansion, and Construct
Ground Service Equipment Building.

•

RTNs 4-14172 & 4-13467 (Jet A Facility, 30 Macy Lane [on Airport property])
RTN 4-13467 was assigned to the disposal site in December 1997 due to a release of 307 gallons of aviation gasoline.
A total of approximately 35 cubic yards of impacted soil were removed from the release area and a Class A-2
Response Action Outcome Statement was submitted in December 1997 indicating a Condition of No Significant Risk
was achieved. Residual petroleum contamination, however, remained in soil.
RTN 4-14172 was assigned to the disposal site in September 1998 due a release of approximately 60 gallons of jet
fuel. A total of approximately 40 cubic yards of impacted soil was removed from the release area and a Class A-2
Response Action Outcome Statement was submitted in November 1998 indicating a Condition of No Significant Risk
was achieved. Residual petroleum contamination, however, remained in soil.
Based on the location of these disposal sites within close proximity to the work area for the proposed Ground Service
Equipment Building, they have the potential to impact environmental conditions associated with the Proposed Project.
The Airport presently has 12 aboveground storage tanks containing Jet fuel, diesel fuel and heating oil. A spill
prevention, control and countermeasure (SPCC) plan has been prepared for the Airport, and the most recent update
was completed in April of 2018. The Airport presently has five underground storage tanks containing Avgas, diesel
fuel and heating oil. One of the diesel fuel underground storage tanks is scheduled to be removed in November 2019.
The Airport is presently reviewing the upgrade of fuel-dispensing systems. Petroleum products, chemicals and waste
oils are stored in 55-gallon drums at the Airport for use by Airport staff and tenants. The most recent inventory is
contained in the SPCC plan. The Airport maintains six re-fueling trucks for fueling aircraft and Airport vehicles. Oils
are also contained in transformers and elevator tanks onsite. Abutting properties owned by the Airport include
commercial operations (i.e., gas station and vehicle storage). A review of the abutting properties was not included as
part of this investigation.
The airport is also working with the MassDEP on a Request for Information to identify locations of previous uses of
firefighting foam at the airport as a potential source of per and polyfluoroalkyl alkyl substances (PFAS). While there
are no known releases of PFAS at the airport from emergency response actions, the locations of previous uses of
firefighting foam have been documented, including in proposed project areas. The Airport will continue working with
MassDEP on addressing this issue.
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Is there an Activity and Use Limitation (AUL) on any portion of the project site? Yes ___ No __X_;
if yes, describe which portion of the site and how the project will be consistent with the AUL: _____________________.
Are you aware of any Reportable Conditions at the property that have not yet been assigned an RTN?
Yes ___ No _X__ ; if yes, please describe:____________________________________
SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE:
If the project will generate solid waste during demolition or construction, describe alternatives considered
for re-use, recycling, and disposal of, e.g., asphalt, brick, concrete, gypsum, metal, wood:

The quantities of construction and demolition material have not yet been determined. Disposal of
construction debris will be accomplished in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.
(NOTE: Asphalt pavement, brick, concrete and metal are banned from disposal at Massachusetts
landfills and waste combustion facilities and wood is banned from disposal at Massachusetts landfills.
See 310 CMR 19.017 for the complete list of banned materials.)
Will your project disturb asbestos containing materials? Yes ___ No ___ ;
if yes, please consult state asbestos requirements at http://mass.gov/MassDEP/air/asbhom01.htm

No known asbestos-containing materials will be affected by the project.
Describe anti-idling and other measures to limit emissions from construction equipment:

Construction contracts will require that all diesel equipment have after-engine emissions controls,
utilize ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel, and minimize idling.
DESIGNATED WILD AND SCENIC RIVER:
Is this project site located wholly or partially within a defined river corridor of a federally
designated Wild and Scenic River or a state designated Scenic River? Yes ___ No _X__ ;
if yes, specify name of river and designation:
If yes, does the project have the potential to impact any of the “outstandingly remarkable”
resources of a federally Wild and Scenic River or the stated purpose of a state designated Scenic River?
Yes ___ No ___ ; if yes, specify name of river and designation: _____________;
if yes, will the project will result in any impacts to any of the designated “outstandingly remarkable”
resources of the Wild and Scenic River or the stated purposes of a Scenic River.
Yes ___ No ___ ;
if yes,describe the potential impacts to one or more of the “outstandingly remarkable” resources or
stated purposes and mitigation measures proposed.

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS:
1. Phase 1 Waiver Request
2. Figures
Figure 1: U.S.G.S. Location Map
Figure 2: Airport Layout Plan (Existing Conditions)
Figure 3: Priority and Estimated Habitat
Figure 4: Coastal Resources
Proposed Conditions Plans
3. Massachusetts Historical Commission Comment Letter
4. ENF Distribution List
5. List of Municipal and Federal Permits
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LAND SECTION – all proponents must fill out this section
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Does the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to land (see 301 CMR 11.03(1)
_X__ Yes ___ No; if yes, specify each threshold:

Direct alteration of 50 or more acres of land: ENF and Mandatory EIR
Greater than 2 acres of disturbance of designated priority habitat: ENF and Other MEPA Review
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Describe, in acres, the current and proposed character of the project site, as follows:
Existing
Change
Total
Footprint of buildings
__ND*__
0.7
__ND*__
Internal roadways
__ND* _
__ND*__
_ ND*__
All impervious surfaces
ND*
10.51
ND*
Other altered areas
__ND* _
__98+-__
__ND*__
Undeveloped areas
__ND*__
__ND*__
__ND*__
Total: Project Site Acreage
971
0
971

* ND = Not Determined. The Airport includes a large number of existing structures, roadways,
and parking areas, and the acreages have not been individually calculated.
B. Has any part of the project site been in active agricultural use in the last five years?
___ Yes _X__ No; if yes, how many acres of land in agricultural use (with prime state or
locally important agricultural soils) will be converted to nonagricultural use?
C. Is any part of the project site currently or proposed to be in active forestry use?
___ Yes _X__ No; if yes, please describe current and proposed forestry activities and
indicate whether any part of the site is the subject of a forest management plan approved by
the Department of Conservation and Recreation:
D. Does any part of the project involve conversion of land held for natural resources purposes in
accordance with Article 97 of the Amendments to the Constitution of the Commonwealth to
any purpose not in accordance with Article 97? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, describe:
D. Is any part of the project site currently subject to a conservation restriction, preservation
restriction, agricultural preservation restriction or watershed preservation restriction?
___ Yes__X_ No; if yes, does the project involve the release or modification of such restriction?
___ Yes ___ No; if yes, describe:

Most of the Airport property is subject to a 2008 Conservation and Management Permit and
amendments. The permit is recorded on the property deeds.
Based on a review of the “Protected and Recreational Open Space” data layer, which MassGIS last
updated on August 8, 2019, no part of the Proposed Project sites is currently subject to a conservation
restriction.
F. Does the project require approval of a new urban redevelopment project or a fundamental change
in an existing urban redevelopment project under M.G.L.c.121A? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes,
describe:
G. Does the project require approval of a new urban renewal plan or a major modification of an
existing urban renewal plan under M.G.L.c.121B? Yes ___ No _X__; if yes, describe:
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III. Consistency
A. Identify the current municipal comprehensive land use plan
Title:_ Nantucket Master Plan _________________________
Date:_April 6, 2009__________________
B. Describe the project’s consistency with that plan with regard to:

1. Economic Development: As noted in the Town’s Master Plan, Nantucket’s economy
is reliant, in large part, on those who frequent the Island for work or vacation
seasonally. Those traveling to the Island enter through the commercial downtown
core or the Airport. The Airport is also a “vital component of moving freight on a
day-to-day basis.” In recent years, compatible industrial uses and associated jobs
have clustered around the eastern and western borders of the Airport. It is crucial,
therefore, that the Airport operate as safely and efficiently as possible, which is the
primary goal of the Proposed Projects, to continue to support and promote the
economy of the Town.
The large numbers of seasonal passengers have resulted in a significant economic
benefit to the island. In January of 2019, the Massachusetts Aeronautics Division
conducted an update to the state’s assessment of economic impact of the 39
commercial service and general aviation airports in Massachusetts1. This study
compiled data to determine each airport’s employment, payroll and total output.
Nantucket Memorial Airport was reported as having the third highest economic
output in the state with an estimated $323,044,000 in total impacts, including onairport business and government agency, capital improvement project, visitor, and
multiplier impacts. In the 2014 version of this study, the average commercial service
passenger visitor expenditure to Nantucket was estimated to be $1,110 per visitor, the
highest in the Commonwealth. These expenditures are added to the local economy,
and circulate both locally and back to the state through meal and lodging taxes (see
“Taxes generated by Commercial Service Visitors” for Nantucket in the referenced
study).
2. Adequacy of Infrastructure: A policy of the Town’s Master Plan is the provision of
“safe and convenient access to the Island through its other port of entry, Nantucket
Memorial Airport, while considering the Island’s environmental and historical
limitations.” The Proposed Projects are consistent with this policy, as they seek to
improve infrastructure at the Airport for the purpose of improving operational safety
and efficiency.
3. Open Space Impacts: The Nantucket Master Plan supports the Town’s goal presented
in its 2007 Open Space and Recreation Plan (revised in 2009), to “acquire, retain,
preserve, and protect a maximum amount of and manage open space for the
community and its natural and wildlife habitats, while balancing this with the
practical needs of the community.” The Proposed Projects are located entirely on
Airport property, avoiding all protected and recreational open space. All of the
Proposed Projects seek to support the safety and efficiency of the Airport’s
operations.
4. Compatibility with Adjacent Land Uses: The Proposed Projects are located entirely
on Airport property. With exception to the crew quarters, they do not change existing
land uses and are not anticipated to result in adjacent land use conversions. The crew
1 MassDOT Aeronautics, Massachusetts Statewide Airport Economic Impact Study Update January 2019
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quarters would be located within Airport property on a vacant parcel consisting of
scrub/shrub type habitat, surrounded by similar undeveloped parcels as well as
compatible commercial properties. All of the Proposed Projects are within the
Commercial Industrial (CI) Zoning District.
C. Identify the current Regional Policy Plan of the applicable Regional Planning Agency (RPA)
RPA: __Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission_________
Title:_ Nantucket Master Plan _________________________
Date___ April 6, 2009________________

Note: The Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission, which is the
Regional Planning Agency representing the entire Town and County of Nantucket,
prepared the Nantucket Master Plan (described above). This document is the Island’s
community and regional plan.

D. Describe the project’s consistency with that plan with regard to:

1. Economic Development: See B1 above.
2. Adequacy of Infrastructure: See B2 above.
3. Open Space Impacts: See B3 above.
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RARE SPECIES SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to rare species or habitat (see
301 CMR 11.03(2))? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:

Greater than two acres of disturbance of designated priority habitat. Specifically, there will be
approximately a net of 9.11 acres of Priority or Estimated Habitat grass areas converted to impervious
surfaces and 43.18 acres of Priority or Estimated Habitat grass areas regraded and to remain as grass. See
Figure 3 and Project Plans in Attachment 2.
(NOTE: If you are uncertain, it is recommended that you consult with the Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program (NHESP) prior to submitting the ENF.)
B. Does the project require any state permits related to rare species or habitat? _X_ Yes __ No
C. Does the project site fall within mapped rare species habitat (Priority or Estimated Habitat?) in the
current Massachusetts Natural Heritage Atlas (attach relevant page)? _X__ Yes ___ No.
D. If you answered "No" to all questions A, B and C, proceed to the Wetlands, Waterways, and
Tidelands Section. If you answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the
remainder of the Rare Species section below.
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Does the project site fall within Priority or Estimated Habitat in the current Massachusetts Natural
Heritage Atlas (attach relevant page)? __X_ Yes ___ No. If yes,
1. Have you consulted with the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program (NHESP)? __X_Yes ___No; if yes, have you received a
determination as to whether the project will result in the “take” of a rare species? ___ Yes
__X_ No; if yes, attach the letter of determination to this submission.
2. Will the project "take" an endangered, threatened, and/or species of special concern in
accordance with M.G.L. c.131A (see also 321 CMR 10.04)? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes,
provide a summary of proposed measures to minimize and mitigate rare species impacts

Nantucket will continue to work with NHESP under the amended Conservation and
Management Permit (008-123 DFW) to minimize habitat impacts. Under the Airport’s
related Ecological Management Plan (EMP), a Technical Advisory Committee that
includes NHESP meets yearly to discuss the EMP, operations and botanical survey
results. The EMP is an adaptive plan to track management activities and determine their
effectiveness in promoting suitable habitat for listed species. The TAC helps to make
informed changes to the Ecological Management Plan to promote best practices to
enhance habitat quality for the listed species to the extent compatible with FAA’s
Wildlife Hazard rules.
Project-specific mitigation measures for rare species have yet to be determined, but will
be developed in consultation with the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program
and other agencies. Mitigation may consist of habitat management measures in existing
rare species habitat on Airport property, habitat restoration on Airport property, payments
in lieu of formal mitigation, or other measures. In addition, there may be “surplus”
mitigation from past Airport projects which could be applied to this project.
3. Which rare species are known to occur within the Priority or Estimated Habitat?
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A complete list of rare species known to occur within the Priority or Estimated Habitats is
included in a November 8, 2019 letter from the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species
Program.
4. Has the site been surveyed for rare species in accordance with the Massachusetts
Endangered Species Act? __X_ Yes ___ No

Studies for state listed species of concern are ongoing at the Airport in accordance with the
Conservation and Management Permit (008-123 DFW) issued in 2008 and amended in 2013.
The 2008 Conservation and Management Permit allowed for a “take” of rare species, with
provisions and mitigation that would ultimately result in a net benefit to the species affected.
The Conservation and Management Permit and the Habitat Management Plan require habitat
management, botanical surveys, transplants of potentially affected plants, construction
monitoring, and monitoring of invasive species throughout the Airport. Surveys for
grassland plant species were regularly conducted over the past nine years, including targeted
surveys in 2019 in areas that may be affected by the proposed Capital Improvement Plan
projects. Individual plants of several species were identified in various locations around the
Airport.
4. If your project is within Estimated Habitat, have you filed a Notice of Intent or received an
Order of Conditions for this project? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, did you send a copy of the
Notice of Intent to the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program, in accordance
with the Wetlands Protection Act regulations? ___ Yes ___ No

B. Will the project "take" an endangered, threatened, and/or species of special concern in
accordance with M.G.L. c.131A (see also 321 CMR 10.04)? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes,
provide a summary of proposed measures to minimize and mitigate impacts to significant
habitat:

As described above, Nantucket will continue to work with NHESP under the amended
Conservation and Management Permit (008-123 DFW) to minimize habitat impacts and
to manage habitats in accordance with permits. Project-specific mitigation measures for
rare species have yet to be determined, but will be developed in consultation with the
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program and other agencies. Mitigation may
consist of habitat management measures in existing rare species habitat on Airport
property, habitat restoration on Airport property, payments in lieu of formal mitigation,
or other measures. In addition, there may be “surplus” mitigation from past Airport
projects which could be applied to this project.
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WETLANDS, WATERWAYS, AND TIDELANDS SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to wetlands, waterways, and
tidelands (see 301 CMR 11.03(3))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits (or a local Order of Conditions) related to wetlands,
waterways, or tidelands? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes, specify which permit:

Order of Conditions pursuant to the Wetlands Protection Act (for work within buffer to coastal
resource areas)
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Water Supply Section. If you
answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder of the Wetlands,
Waterways, and Tidelands Section below.
II. Wetlands Impacts and Permits
A. Does the project require a new or amended Order of Conditions under the Wetlands Protection
Act (M.G.L. c.131A)? _X_ Yes __ No; if yes, has a Notice of Intent been filed? __ Yes _X_ No; if
yes, list the date and MassDEP file number: ______; if yes, has a local Order of Conditions been
issued? ___ Yes ___ No; Was the Order of Conditions appealed? ___ Yes ___ No. Will the
project require a Variance from the Wetlands regulations? ___ Yes __X_ No.
B. Describe any proposed permanent or temporary impacts to wetland resource areas located on
the project site:

The perimeter road and fence relocation is partially within the 100-foot buffer zone of coastal
resource areas (beach and banks; see Figure 4). Approximately 0.37 acres of existing impervious
land (gravel road), most of it within the buffer zone, will be abandoned and become grassland. An
area of grassland slightly less than that will be converted to the new fence and road, some of which
will be outside the buffer zone. The perimeter road and fence relocation are not expected to affect the
coastal bank or beach.
C. Estimate the extent and type of impact that the project will have on wetland resources, and
indicate whether the impacts are temporary or permanent:
Coastal Wetlands

Area (square feet) or
Length (linear feet)

Temporary or
Permanent Impact?

Land Under the Ocean
Designated Port Areas
Coastal Beaches
Coastal Dunes
Barrier Beaches
Coastal Banks
Rocky Intertidal Shores
Salt Marshes
Land Under Salt Ponds
Land Containing Shellfish
Fish Runs
Land Subject to Coastal Storm Flowage

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

___________________
___________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
___________________
____________________
____________________

Inland Wetlands
Bank (lf)
Bordering Vegetated Wetlands

_________________
_________________

____________________
____________________
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Isolated Vegetated Wetlands
Land under Water
Isolated Land Subject to Flooding
Borderi ng Land Subject to Flooding
Riverfront Area

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________

D. Is any part of the project:
1. proposed as a limited project? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, what is the area (in sf)?____
2. the construction or alteration of a dam? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, describe:
3. fill or structure in a velocity zone or regulatory floodway? ___ Yes __X_ No
4. dredging or disposal of dredged material? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, describe the volume
of dredged material and the proposed disposal site:
5. a discharge to an Outstanding Resource Water (ORW) or an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC)? ___ Yes __X_ No
6. subject to a wetlands restriction order? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, identify the area (in sf):
7. located in buffer zones? __X_Yes ___No; if yes, how much (in sf) _Not yet determined_

E. Will the project:
1. be subject to a local wetlands ordinance or bylaw? _X_ Yes ___ No
2. alter any federally-protected wetlands not regulated under state law? ___ Yes __X_ No; if
yes, what is the area (sf)?

III. Waterways and Tidelands Impacts and Permits
A. Does the project site contain waterways or tidelands (including filled former tidelands) that are
subject to the Waterways Act, M.G.L.c.91? _ _ Yes _X__ No; if yes, is there a current Chapter 91
License or Permit affecting the project site? __ Yes _X_ No; if yes, list the date and license or
permit number and provide a copy of the historic map used to determine extent of filled
tidelands:

The projects are not located within any areas subject to jurisdiction under Chapter 91.
B. Does the project require a new or modified license or permit under M.G.L.c.91? ___ Yes _X No;
if yes, how many acres of the project site subject to M.G.L.c.91 will be for non-water-dependent
use?
Current ___ Change ___ Total ___
If yes, how many square feet of solid fill or pile-supported structures (in sf)?
C. For non-water-dependent use projects, indicate the following:
Area of filled tidelands on the site:_____0________________
Area of filled tidelands covered by buildings:__0__________
For portions of site on filled tidelands, list ground floor uses and area of each use:
______________
Does the project include new non-water-dependent uses located over flowed tidelands?
Yes ___ No _X__
Height of building on filled tidelands________________
Also show the following on a site plan: Mean High Water, Mean Low Water, Waterdependent Use Zone, location of uses within buildings on tidelands, and interior and
exterior areas and facilities dedicated for public use, and historic high and historic low
water marks.

No work is proposed within tidelands or waterways.
D. Is the project located on landlocked tidelands? ___ Yes _X_ No; if yes, describe the project’s
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impact on the public’s right to access, use and enjoy jurisdictional tidelands and describe
measures the project will implement to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse impact:
E. Is the project located in an area where low groundwater levels have been identified by a
municipality or by a state or federal agency as a threat to building foundations? ___Yes
_X_ No; if yes, describe the project’s impact on groundwater levels and describe
measures the project will implement to avoid, minimize or mitigate any adverse impact:
F. Is the project non-water-dependent and located on landlocked tidelands or waterways or
tidelands subject to the Waterways Act and subject to a mandatory EIR? ___ Yes _X__
No;
(NOTE: If yes, then the project will be subject to Public Benefit Review and
Determination.)
G. Does the project include dredging? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, answer the following questions:
What type of dredging? Improvement ___ Maintenance ___ Both ____
What is the proposed dredge volume, in cubic yards (cys) _________
What is the proposed dredge footprint ____length (ft) ___width (ft)____depth (ft);
Will dredging impact the following resource areas?
Intertidal Yes__
No__; if yes, ___ sq ft
Outstanding Resource Waters Yes__
No__; if yes, ___ sq ft
Other resource area (i.e. shellfish beds, eel grass beds) Yes__ No__; if yes __
sq ft
If yes to any of the above, have you evaluated appropriate and practicable steps
to: 1) avoidance; 2) if avoidance is not possible, minimization; 3) if either
avoidance or minimize is not possible, mitigation?
If no to any of the above, what information or documentation was used to support
this determination?
Provide a comprehensive analysis of practicable alternatives for improvement dredging in
accordance with 314 CMR 9.07(1)(b). Physical and chemical data of the
sediment shall be included in the comprehensive analysis.
Sediment Characterization
Existing gradation analysis results? __Yes ___No: if yes, provide results.
Existing chemical results for parameters listed in 314 CMR 9.07(2)(b)6? ___Yes
____No; if yes, provide results.
Do you have sufficient information to evaluate feasibility of the following management
options for dredged sediment? If yes, check the appropriate option.
Beach Nourishment ___
Unconfined Ocean Disposal ___
Confined Disposal:
Confined Aquatic Disposal (CAD) ___
Confined Disposal Facility (CDF) ___
Landfill Reuse in accordance with COMM-97-001 ___
Shoreline Placement ___
Upland Material Reuse____
In-State landfill disposal____
Out-of-state landfill disposal ____
(NOTE: This information is required for a 401 Water Quality Certification.)
IV. Consistency:
A. Does the project have effects on the coastal resources or uses, and/or is the project located
within the Coastal Zone? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes, describe these effects and the projects
consistency with the policies of the Office of Coastal Zone Management:

Although the project is within the Coastal Zone, it will not adversely affect coastal resources or uses.
No work is proposed within coastal resource areas such as beaches or banks. Stormwater will be
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managed properly to avoid erosion, sedimentation, or other water quality impacts in receiving
waters. The perimeter road and fence will be moved farther from coastal resource areas.
C. Is the project located within an area subject to a Municipal Harbor Plan? ___ Yes __X_ No; if
yes, identify the Municipal Harbor Plan and describe the project's consistency with that plan:

The Nantucket & Madaket Harbors Action Plan covers all of the land and water areas of
Nantucket and Madaket Harbors, while extending to the west of Madaket Harbor to also include
Tuckernuck and Muskeget Islands. The Airport is not located within these areas.
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WATER SUPPLY SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to water supply (see 301 CMR
11.03(4))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to water supply? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes,
specify which permit:

The crew quarters would require a local application for water line connection.
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Wastewater Section. If you
answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder of the Water Supply Section
below.
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Describe, in gallons per day (gpd), the volume and source of water use for existing and proposed
activities at the project site:
Existing
Change
Total
Municipal or regional water supply
________
________
________
Withdrawal from groundwater
________
________
________
Withdrawal from surface water
________
________
________
Interbasin transfer
________
________
________
(NOTE: Interbasin Transfer approval will be required if the basin and community where the proposed
water supply source is located is different from the basin and community where the wastewater
from the source will be discharged.)
B. If the source is a municipal or regional supply, has the municipality or region indicated that there
is adequate capacity in the system to accommodate the project? ___ Yes ___ No
C. If the project involves a new or expanded withdrawal from a groundwater or surface water
source, has a pumping test been conducted? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, attach a map of the drilling
sites and a summary of the alternatives considered and the results. ______________
D. What is the currently permitted withdrawal at the proposed water supply source (in gallons per
day)?
Will the project require an increase in that withdrawal? ___Yes ___No; if yes, then how
much of an increase (gpd)? ____________________
E. Does the project site currently contain a water supply well, a drinking water treatment facility,
water main, or other water supply facility, or will the project involve construction of a new facility?
___ Yes ___No. If yes, describe existing and proposed water supply facilities at the project site:
Permitted
Flow
Capacity of water supply well(s) (gpd) _______
Capacity of water treatment plant (gpd) _______

Existing Avg
Daily Flow
________
________

Project Flow

Total

________
________

________
________

F. If the project involves a new interbasin transfer of water, which basins are involved, what is the
direction of the transfer, and is the interbasin transfer existing or proposed?
G. Does the project involve:
1. new water service by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority or other agency of
the Commonwealth to a municipality or water district? ___ Yes ___ No
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2. a Watershed Protection Act variance? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, how many acres of
alteration?
3. a non-bridged stream crossing 1,000 or less feet upstream of a public surface drinking
water supply for purpose of forest harvesting activities? ___ Yes ___ No
III. Consistency
Describe the project's consistency with water conservation plans or other plans to enhance water
resources, quality, facilities and services:
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WASTEWATER SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to wastewater (see 301 CMR
11.03(5))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to wastewater? ___ Yes __X _ No; if yes,
specify which permit:

Only the crew quarters would require a connection to the local sewer line.
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Transportation -- Traffic
Generation Section. If you answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder
of the Wastewater Section below.
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Describe the volume (in gallons per day) and type of disposal of wastewater generation for
existing and proposed activities at the project site (calculate according to 310 CMR 15.00 for septic
systems or 314 CMR 7.00 for sewer systems):

Discharge of sanitary wastewater
Discharge of industrial wastewater
TOTAL

Discharge to groundwater
Discharge to outstanding resource water
Discharge to surface water
Discharge to municipal or regional wastewater
facility
TOTAL

Existing

Change

Total

________
________
________

________
________
________

________
________
________

Existing
________
________
________

Change
________
________
________

Total
________
________
________

________
________

________
________

________
________

B. Is the existing collection system at or near its capacity? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, then describe
the measures to be undertaken to accommodate the project’s wastewater flows:

C. Is the existing wastewater disposal facility at or near its permitted capacity? ___ Yes___ No; if
yes, then describe the measures to be undertaken to accommodate the project’s wastewater flows:

D. Does the project site currently contain a wastewater treatment facility, sewer main, or other
wastewater disposal facility, or will the project involve construction of a new facility? ___ Yes
___ No; if yes, describe as follows:

Wastewater treatment plant capacity
(in gallons per day)

Permitted

Existing Avg
Daily Flow

Project Flow

Total

_______

________

________

________

E. If the project requires an interbasin transfer of wastewater, which basins are involved, what is the
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direction of the transfer, and is the interbasin transfer existing or new?
(NOTE: Interbasin Transfer approval may be needed if the basin and community where wastewater
will be discharged is different from the basin and community where the source of water supply is
located.)
F. Does the project involve new sewer service by the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
(MWRA) or other Agency of the Commonwealth to a municipality or sewer district? ___ Yes ___ No

G. Is there an existing facility, or is a new facility proposed at the project site for the storage,
treatment, processing, combustion or disposal of sewage sludge, sludge ash, grit, screenings,
wastewater reuse (gray water) or other sewage residual materials? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, what is
the capacity (tons per day):
Existing
________
________
________
________
________

Storage
Treatment
Processing
Combustion
Disposal

Change
________
________
________
________
________

Total
________
________
________
________
________

H. Describe the water conservation measures to be undertaken by the project, and other
wastewater mitigation, such as infiltration and inflow removal.
III. Consistency
A. Describe measures that the proponent will take to comply with applicable state, regional, and
local plans and policies related to wastewater management:
B. If the project requires a sewer extension permit, is that extension included in a comprehensive
wastewater management plan? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, indicate the EEA number for the plan
and whether the project site is within a sewer service area recommended or approved in that
plan:
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TRANSPORTATION SECTION (TRAFFIC GENERATION)
I. Thresholds / Permit
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to traffic generation (see 301 CMR
11.03(6))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to state-controlled roadways? ___ Yes __X_
No; if yes, specify which permit:
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Roadways and Other
Transportation Facilities Section. If you answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out
the remainder of the Traffic Generation Section below.
II. Traffic Impacts and Permits
A. Describe existing and proposed vehicular traffic generated by activities at the project site:
Existing
Change
Total
Number of parking spaces
_______
________
_______
Number of vehicle trips per day
________
________
________
ITE Land Use Code(s):
________
________
________
B. What is the estimated average daily traffic on roadways serving the site?
Roadway
Existing
Change
1. ___________________
________
________
2. ____________________
________
________
3. ____________________
________
________

Total
________
________
________

C. If applicable, describe proposed mitigation measures on state-controlled roadways that the
project proponent will implement:
D. How will the project implement and/or promote the use of transit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities
and services to provide access to and from the project site?
C. Is there a Transportation Management Association (TMA) that provides transportation demand
management (TDM) services in the area of the project site? ____ Yes ____ No; if yes, describe
if and
how will the project will participate in the TMA:
D. Will the project use (or occur in the immediate vicinity of) water, rail, or air transportation
facilities? ____ Yes ____ No; if yes, generally describe:
E. If the project will penetrate approach airspace of a nearby airport, has the proponent filed a
Massachusetts Aeronautics Commission Airspace Review Form (780 CMR 111.7) and a Notice
of Proposed
Construction or Alteration with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
(CFR Title 14 Part 77.13, forms 7460-1 and 7460-2)?

III. Consistency
Describe measures that the proponent will take to comply with municipal, regional, state, and federal
plans and policies related to traffic, transit, pedestrian and bicycle transportation facilities and
services:

The Nantucket Long Range Transportation Plan FFY 2020-2040 was approved by the Nantucket
Planning and Economic Development Commission on June 17, 2019. It is a strategy that “targets
federal, state, and local funding resources to use towards transportation investments that equitably and
legally limit vehicles on Nantucket while providing a transportation system that is safe, accessible for
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all users, economical, and sensitive to the character of the Island.” This plan places priority on bicycle
and pedestrian improvements in and around the commercial downtown core, intersection improvements
along the high traffic corridors of mid-Island, expanding public transportation service, and continued
improvement of transportation conditions and livability within the more densely developed areas of the
Town Overlay District.
Chapter 9, Airborne Travel Facilities, of the Nantucket Long Range Transportation Plan FFY 20202040 details the significance of the Airport given its importance in bringing seasonal visitors to
Nantucket, which is a major contributor to the Island’s economy. This chapter notes that “the Airport is
accessible for all users and abilities, and accommodates a variety of modes and ground transportation
options.”
The proposed projects do not specifically pertain to transit, pedestrian, or bicycle transportation
facilities and services. Further, with the exception of the crew quarters, they are not expected to impact
such facilities and services. The proposed projects are planned in response to existing conditions and
infrastructural deficiencies with respect to condition and current Federal Aviation Administration design
standards. They do not directly affect the Airport’s capacity to accommodate flight operations; any
changes to such operations would take place with or without the proposed projects.
The crew quarters, by nature of their residential use, will generate local traffic, particularly on Nobadeer
Farm Road; however, such impacts are expected to be minimal, as the number of dwelling units
anticipated are not to exceed six (three duplexes). It is anticipated that future residents, who will work at
the Airport, will use alternative modes of transportation for their daily commute due to the site’s
proximity to the Airport and available pedestrian and bicycle transportation facilities.
The crew quarters will require an entrance that crosses the Nobadeer Farm Road Bike Path.
Accommodations will be provided to allow this bicycle transportation facility to continue its function in
a manner that protects the safety of its users; it is not expected that this facility will require relocation.
As traffic generation of the crew quarters is expected to be minimal, disruptions to the use of the bike
path, if any, will be minimal.
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TRANSPORTATION SECTION (ROADWAYS AND OTHER TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES)
I. Thresholds
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to roadways or other
transportation facilities (see 301 CMR 11.03(6))? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative
terms:

C01 CMR 11.03(6)9b)4: Construction of a new taxiway at an airport.
The project includes a proposed new taxiway connecting Runway 6/24 and existing Taxiway E.
B. Does the project require any state permits related to roadways or other transportation
facilities? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify which permit:
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Energy Section. If you
answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder of the Roadways Section
below.
II. Transportation Facility Impacts
A. Describe existing and proposed transportation facilities in the immediate vicinity of the project
site:

The project is located at an airport and is surrounded by a network of public roads.
The proposed facilities are all related to transportation or have transportation components, as described
in the Project Description section above.
B. Will the project involve any
1. Alteration of bank or terrain (in linear feet)?
2. Cutting of living public shade trees (number)?
3. Elimination of stone wall (in linear feet)?

_______no_____
_______no_____
_______no_____

III. Consistency -- Describe the project's consistency with other federal, state, regional, and local plans
and policies related to traffic, transit, pedestrian and bicycle transportation facilities and services,
including consistency with the applicable regional transportation plan and the Transportation
Improvements Plan (TIP), the State Bicycle Plan, and the State Pedestrian Plan:

In addition to the Nantucket Long Range Transportation Plan FFY 2020-2040, the FFY 20102024 Transportation Improvements Plan is required to consider the following goals per the Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act:
• Support the economic vitality of the United States, the States, non-metropolitan areas, and
metropolitan areas, especially by enabling global competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency;
• Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users;
• Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non-motorized users;
• Increase the accessibility and mobility of people and freight;
• Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, improve the quality of life, and
promote consistency between transportation improvements and State and local planned growth and
economic development patterns;
• Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes
throughout the State, for people and freight;
• Promote efficient system management and operation;
• Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system;
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• Improve the resiliency and reliability of the transportation system and reduce or mitigate stormwater
impacts of surface transportation; and
• Enhance travel and tourism.
While the Transportation Improvements Plan does not directly address airport or aviation activities or
projects, the Proposed Projects are consistent with the Plan’s goal of maintaining a safe, efficient travel
system for the Island that also enhances travel and tourism.
As described above, the Proposed Projects collectively will generate minimal traffic, with any changes
entirely attributable to the planned crew quarters off Nobadeer Farm Road. The crew quarters will
presumably allow Airport staff a shorter commute to the Airport and could therefore reduce roadway
traffic. Though the entrance to the crew quarters will require crossing the Nobadeer Farm Road Bike
Path, the function, convenience, and efficiency of use of this bicycle transportation facility are not
expected to be significantly impacted.
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ENERGY SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to energy (see 301 CMR 11.03(7))?
___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to energy? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify
which permit:
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Air Quality Section. If you
answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder of the Energy Section
below.

II. Impacts and Permits
A. Describe existing and proposed energy generation and transmission facilities at the project site:
Existing Change
Total
Capacity of electric generating facility (megawatts)
________
________
________
Length of fuel line (in miles)
________
________
________
Length of transmission lines (in miles)
________
________
________
Capacity of transmission lines (in kilovolts)
________
________
________
B. If the project involves construction or expansion of an electric generating facility, what are:
1. the facility's current and proposed fuel source(s)?
2. the facility's current and proposed cooling source(s)?
C. If the project involves construction of an electrical transmission line, will it be located on a new,
unused, or abandoned right of way? ___Yes ___No; if yes, please describe:
D. Describe the project's other impacts on energy facilities and services:
III. Consistency
Describe the project's consistency with state, municipal, regional, and federal plans and policies for
enhancing energy facilities and services:
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AIR QUALITY SECTION
I. Thresholds
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to air quality (see 301 CMR
11.03(8))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to air quality? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes,
specify which permit:
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Solid and Hazardous Waste
Section. If you answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the remainder of the Air
Quality Section below.
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Does the project involve construction or modification of a major stationary source (see 310 CMR
7.00, Appendix A)? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, describe existing and proposed emissions (in tons
per day) of:

Particulate matter
Carbon monoxide
Sulfur dioxide
Volatile organic compounds
Oxides of nitrogen
Lead
Any hazardous air pollutant
Carbon dioxide

Existing

Change

Total

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

B. Describe the project's other impacts on air resources and air quality, including noise impacts:
III. Consistency
A. Describe the project's consistency with the State Implementation Plan:
B. Describe measures that the proponent will take to comply with other federal, state, regional, and
local plans and policies related to air resources and air quality:
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SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE SECTION
I. Thresholds / Permits
A. Will the project meet or exceed any review thresholds related to solid or hazardous waste (see
301 CMR 11.03(9))? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, specify, in quantitative terms:
B. Does the project require any state permits related to solid and hazardous waste? ___ Yes
__X_ No; if yes, specify which permit:

Hazardous waste involvement has not been determined. The airport is working with the MassDEP on a
Request for Information to identify locations of previous uses of firefighting foam at the airport as a
potential source of per and polyfluoroalkyl alkyl substances (PFAS). While there are no known releases
of PFAS at the airport from emergency response actions, the locations of previous uses of firefighting
foam have been documented, including in proposed project areas. The Airport will continue working
with MassDEP on addressing this issue.
C. If you answered "No" to both questions A and B, proceed to the Historical and Archaeological
Resources Section. If you answered "Yes" to either question A or question B, fill out the
remainder of the Solid and Hazardous Waste Section below.
II. Impacts and Permits
A. Is there any current or proposed facility at the project site for the storage, treatment, processing,
combustion or disposal of solid waste? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, what is the volume (in tons per day)
of the capacity:
Existing
Change
Total
Storage
________
________
________
Treatment, processing ________
________
________
Combustion
________
________
________
Disposal
________
________
________
B. Is there any current or proposed facility at the project site for the storage, recycling, treatment or
disposal of hazardous waste? ___ Yes ___ No; if yes, what is the volume (in tons or gallons per day)
of the capacity:

Storage
Recycling
Treatment
Disposal

Existing
Change
Total
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

C. If the project will generate solid waste (for example, during demolition or construction), describe
alternatives considered for re-use, recycling, and disposal:
D. If the project involves demolition, do any buildings to be demolished contain asbestos?
___ Yes ___ No
E. Describe the project's other solid and hazardous waste impacts (including indirect impacts):

III. Consistency
Describe measures that the proponent will take to comply with the State Solid Waste Master Plan:
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HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES SECTION
I. Thresholds / Impacts
A. Have you consulted with the Massachusetts Historical Commission? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes,
attach correspondence. For project sites involving lands under water, have you consulted with the
Massachusetts Board of Underwater Archaeological Resources? ____Yes ____ No; if yes, attach
correspondence
B. Is any part of the project site a historic structure, or a structure within a historic district, in either
case listed in the State Register of Historic Places or the Inventory of Historic and Archaeological
Assets of the Commonwealth? __X_ Yes ___ No; if yes, does the project involve the demolition of
all or any exterior part of such historic structure? ___ Yes __X_ No; if yes, please describe:
C. Is any part of the project site an archaeological site listed in the State Register of Historic Places
or the Inventory of Historic and Archaeological Assets of the Commonwealth? ___ Yes __X_ No; if
yes, does the project involve the destruction of all or any part of such archaeological site? ___ Yes
___ No; if yes, please describe:
D. If you answered "No" to all parts of both questions A, B and C, proceed to the Attachments and
Certifications Sections. If you answered "Yes" to any part of either question A or question B, fill out
the remainder of the Historical and Archaeological Resources Section below.

II. Impacts
Describe and assess the project's impacts, direct and indirect, on listed or inventoried historical and
archaeological resources:

The project is within the Nantucket Historic District, which is a National Historic Landmark District
listed on both the State and National Registers.
No existing structures will be affected by the project other than electrical or similar non-structural work.
New structures are proposed and will be consistent with the surrounding land use.
Archaeological investigations have occurred in most areas of proposed land disturbance that were not
previously disturbed. (The marine storage facility was added after the survey and has not been
surveyed.) One pre-contact artifact was found. The Massachusetts Historical Commission has reviewed
the findings and determined that the single artifact did not meet the criteria for listing in the National
Register, and recommended no additional archaeological survey (Attachment 3). Additional
coordination will be undertaken to determine whether the marine storage facility requires further
review.
III. Consistency
Describe measures that the proponent will take to comply with federal, state, regional, and local
plans and policies related to preserving historical and archaeological resources:

If any such resources are identified on the site, there will be coordination with FAA and the
Massachusetts Historical Commission to determine effects and mitigation measures.
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CERTIFICATIONS:
1.

The Public Notice of Environmental Review has been/will be published in the following
newspapers in accordance with 301 CMR 11.15(1):
(Name) The Inquirer and Mirror____________(Date) December 5, 2019______

2. This form has been circulated to Agencies and Persons in accordance with 301 CMR 11.16(2).

Signatures:

Date

Signature of Responsible Officer
or Proponent

Date

Signature of person preparing
ENF (if different from above)

Name (print or type)

Jed Merrow
Name (print or type)

Nantucket Memorial Airport
Firm/Agency

McFarland-Johnson, Inc.
Firm/Agency

14 Airport Road
Street

53 Regional Drive
Street

Nantucket, MA 02554
Municipality/State/Zip

Concord, NH 03301
Municipality/State/Zip

508-325-5304
Phone

602-225-2978
Phone
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Attachment 1 Phase 1 Waiver Request

Phase 1 Waiver Request
1.1 Standards for Phase 1 Waiver
The Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission (“the Proponent”) is requesting a
Phase 1 Waiver pursuant to 301 CMR 11.11(5) to permit the immediate
reconstruction of Taxiway E and its run-up pads (i.e., the “Phase 1 Project”) at the
Nantucket Memorial Airport (“the Airport”) to maintain the safety of aircraft
operations and to meet specific Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) standards.
As shown in Figure 1A (at the end of this document), Taxiway E runs in a northeastsouthwest alignment parallel to Runway 6-24. It generally sits to the southeast of the
terminal apron.
This infrastructure was estimated to last 20 years, and, given that its last
improvement occurred in 1985, it has surpassed its useful life and is a safety hazard
for aircrafts, crew members, Airport staff, and passengers. A Pavement Condition
Index (“PCI”) Map prepared in 2012 and shown in the 2015 Nantucket Airport Master
Plan Update revealed the pavement of Taxiway E to be of poor condition and in
need of major rehabilitation. Since 2012, no rehabilitation has been conducted on
Taxiway E, which means it has continued to deteriorate. As it deteriorates, there is
increased potential for rocks and pieces of pavement coming loose and being
ingested into aircraft engines or being thrown into other taxiing aircrafts.
The Phase 1 Project does not meet or exceed any Mandatory EIR review threshold
and remains below ENF review thresholds for all subject matters except for statelisted species under M.G.L. c. 131A. Refer to Section 1.1.3 below for a summary of
the Phase 1 Project’s insignificant environmental impacts.
As demonstrated in the following sections, the Phase 1 Project fully complies with
the standards for a Phase 1 Waiver. The Secretary may grant a Phase 1 Waiver if the
Secretary finds the absence of such a waiver will:

›
›

Result in undue hardship for the Proponent; and
Not serve to avoid or minimize Damage to the Environment.

More specifically, pursuant to 301 CMR 11.11(4), Determination of a Phase 1 Waiver,
the Secretary may issue a Phase 1 Waiver allowing the first phase of a project to
proceed prior to the completion of an EIR if:

›
›

The potential environmental impacts of phase one, taken alone, are insignificant;

›

The project is severable, such that phase one does not require the
implementation of any other future phase of the project or restrict the means by

Ample and unconstrained infrastructure facilities and services exist to support
phase one;
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which potential environmental impacts from any other phase of the project may
be avoided, minimized, or mitigated; and

›

1.1.1

The Agency Action on Phase 1 will contain terms such as a condition or
restriction in a permit, contract, or other relevant document approving or
allowing the agency action, or other evidence satisfactory to the Secretary, so as
to ensure compliance with MEPA and 301 CMR 11.00 prior to commencement of
any other phase of the project.

Strict compliance would result in undue hardship to Proponents
As previously stated, the immediate reconstruction of Taxiway E is crucial to
maintaining the safety of aircraft operations and meeting specific FAA standards at
the Airport. If the Proponent was required to complete the MEPA process before the
project proceeds, it would present undue and unnecessary hardship not only to the
Proponent, but to passengers, aircraft crew, and the Airport’s staff who rely on the
performance of this infrastructure for their safety as well as for safe, reliable air travel
to and from Nantucket. Continued deterioration of the pavement would lead to shut
downs of the taxiway, which may hinder safe and efficient operations at the airport.
The Phase 1 Project, in its entirety, is eligible for Airport Improvement Program
(“AIP”) funding through the FAA. It is FAA-New England’s policy to require
environmental approvals be approved by December 31 of the previous calendar year
for all projects for which an AIP grant will be sought. If the Project were required to
go through the MEPA process, then the Proponent would have to re-apply for such
funding, delaying this important project by at least a year. Such undue hardships can
be avoided by a Phase 1 Waiver.

1.1.2

Strict compliance would not serve to avoid or minimize Damage
to the Environment
The Phase 1 Project will not result in significant environmental impacts, as it does
not meet or exceed any Mandatory EIR review thresholds. It primarily seeks to
reconstruct an existing and active airport taxiway for the reasons of public safety.
This EENF analyzes potential environmental impacts and potential mitigation
measures of the Phase 1 Project, as detailed below. Strict compliance with MEPA,
therefore, would not result in any additional avoidance or minimization of
environmental impacts.
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1.1.3

The potential environmental impacts of Phase 1, taken alone, are
insignificant
As summarized below, after appropriate and necessary mitigation measures are
applied, the Phase 1 Project is not expected to result in an adverse impact to subject
matters of any MEPA review thresholds or any required Agency Action.
Land
The Phase 1 Project area is approximately 37 acres. Future land use conditions do
not differ from existing conditions; the site is and will continue to be used for
aviation purposes. New impervious areas will amount to 1.29 acres associated with
added airfield pavements necessary to comply with FAA Advisory Circular (“AC”)
150/5300-13A, Airport Design; no new building footprints, internal roadways, or
parking areas are planned.
State Listed Species
The Phase 1 project is partially located in an area designated as both a Priority Habitat
and an Estimated Habitat by the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program.
The airport actively manages portions of the airfield as habitat for several grassland
species as part of the existing Conservation and Management Permit. Targeted field
surveys have been conducted to determine the presence or absence of listed species
within areas that will be altered either temporarily or permanently, as part of the Phase
1 Project. Consultation with NHESP will continue throughout the project development
and it is anticipated that the Phase 1 project can be permitted as an amendment to
the existing Conservation & Management Permit (“CMP”). Mitigation measures for
rare species have yet to be determined, but will be developed in consultation with the
NHESP. Mitigation may consist of habitat management measures in existing rare
species habitat on Airport property, habitat restoration on Airport property, payments
in lieu of formal mitigation, or other measures. In addition, there may be “surplus”
mitigation from past Airport projects which could be applied to this Project.
Wetlands, Waterways and Tidelands
There are no jurisdictional wetlands or waterways within the Phase 1 Project area.
The closest wetland is a coastal bank and a coastal beach with public access, at the
southern shore of the island approximately 780 feet to the south. The entire island
of Nantucket is within the designated Coastal Zone for Massachusetts; however, it is
not anticipated that the Phase 1 Project will be inconsistent with state standards.
Reconstruction of the existing taxiway does not constitute a change from its
previous use and is not inconsistent with the MA CZM plan.
The Phase 1 Project area is not within an area subject to a Municipal Harbor Plan. It
does not include or intersect any lands subject to Chapter 91 licensing jurisdiction.
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Water
Though the Project will involve temporary grading, existing drainage and patterns
will be maintained. The use of infiltration as a storm water Best Management
Practice is the preferred approach.
Transportation
The Phase 1 Project is not anticipated to increase traffic. It is planned in response to
existing conditions and infrastructure deficiencies with respect to condition and
current FAA design standards. It does not directly affect the Airport’s capacity to
accommodate flight operations. Any changes to such operations, and associated
passenger activity levels, would take place with or without the Proposed Project.
The Phase 1 Project does not impact available parking on or off the Airport. It will have
no effect on transit, pedestrian, or bicycle transportation facilities and services.
Air Quality
No significant adverse air quality impacts from the Phase 1 Project are anticipated
on either a local level (microscale) or regional level (mesoscale). As discussed in the
previous section, future air and vehicular traffic levels are not expected to differ from
existing conditions. The ground time and operating efficiency of aircraft are also not
expected to change. The Phase 1 Project will not impact the Airport’s use of ground
support equipment, nor would it add or alter other mobile sources or stationary
sources of air emissions at the Airport.
Energy and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The Phase 1 Project is not expected to significantly impact greenhouse gas
emissions. As previously noted, it is not expected to add or alter mobile or stationary
sources of emissions at the Airport. The Phase 1 Project does, however, include the
replacement of electrical components (i.e., lighting, signage, structures, conduits,
cabling, etc.). All new lighting and signage shall be designed with light emitting
diodes (LED) components, which will realize moderate energy savings and
associated indirect greenhouse gas emissions associated with purchased electricity.
The extent of these savings is unknown at the time of this filing.
Hazardous Materials
The Phase 1 Project is not expected to generate hazardous materials. Based on a
review of the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MassDEP)
Bureau of Waste Site Cleanup (BWSC) online database, a total of five state-listed
disposal sites were identified in the vicinity (i.e., 500-foot radius) of the Airport.
Considering their current regulatory status, only one has the potential to impact the
Phase 1 Project (RTN 4-25255 – Nantucket Memorial Airport, 14 Airport Road).
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RTN 4-25255: In 2013, Airport personnel cleared soil from three lots within the
limits of the Airport and moved approximately 1,500 cubic yards of excess soil to a
location outside of the Airport to the northeast. Following the excavation and
stockpiling of soil, it was determined that the soil was generated from within a
Formerly Used Defense Site (FUDS) and therefore had the potential to contain
unexploded ordnances (UXO) or munition debris (MDs). The aforementioned soil
was subsequently screened using a magnetometer and no UXOs or MDs were
identified in the stockpile; however, elevated concentrations of polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) and metals including arsenic, nickel and chromium were
identified. The elevated concentrations of metals in the stockpile were reported to
MassDEP and RTN 4-25255 was assigned to the disposal site. A Permanent Solution
Statement with No Conditions was submitted for the disposal site in June 2018
indicating a Condition of No Significant Risk was achieved for the disposal site;
however, residual concentrations of metals and PAHs remain in soil.
A Military Munitions Response Program (MMRP) Site Inspection (SI) was conducted
for the FUDS in 2008 which determined that elevated concentrations of antimony,
copper, lead, and nickel were present in surficial soils at the Airport above
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Region IX human health screening values.
Due to the presence of the metals and PAHs in surficial soils within the Phase 1
Project site, conditions associated with this disposal site have the potential to impact
environmental conditions within the work area.
The airport is also working with the MassDEP on a Request for Information to
identify locations of previous uses of firefighting foam at the airport as a potential
source of per and polyfluoroalkyl alkyl substances (PFAS). The Phase 1 project will
not increase the use of or mobilization of PFAS. Excess soils generated from the
Taxiway E reconstruction, if any, are expected to be minimal and all soil will be
reused on site. Any potential increase in human exposure to PFAS-containing soils (if
present) due to temporary construction-related excavation activities will be
mitigated via appropriate health & safety procedures. While there are no known
releases of PFAS at the airport from emergency response actions, the locations of
previous uses of firefighting foam have been documented. One known location is
within the Phase 1 project area at the run-up pad on the western end of the taxiway
(near the 6-Runway end). Prior to construction, the airport will conduct precharacterization of the soils on the airfield to establish background PFAS
concentrations. Any disturbed soils adjacent to the run-up pad will be characterized
and any that contain PFAS in excess of background concentrations will be reinterred
in areas proposed to be paved in order to contain this soil beneath the taxiway.
If a release of hazardous materials is encountered during construction of the Phase 1
Project, then the Proponent would address the discovery in accordance with the
applicable Massachusetts Contingency Plan (MCP) regulations. A Massachusetts
Licensed Site Professional will be engaged to determine whether any excavated soils
can be reused onsite and/or removed for off‐site reuse, recycling, or disposal. Soils
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will be managed in accordance with a site-specific Soil Management Plan, or when
appropriate, a Release Abatement Measure. The Soil Management Plan will also
identify regulatory procedures in the event that new areas of contamination are
identified.
Historic and Archaeological Resources
Though the Airport is within the Nantucket Historic District, which comprises the
entire island and is listed on the State and National Registers, it does not contain
any properties contributing to the historic district. Further, it does not have any
individual historic resources listed in the Inventory of the Historic and Archaeological
Assets of the Commonwealth. There are no buildings, 50 years or older or otherwise,
within the Phase 1 Project area.
The entire Airport boundary, including the Phase 1 Project area, was assessed for
archaeological sensitivity in 2013-2014, and areas of low, moderate, and high
archaeological sensitivity were identified. The Phase 1 Project area was identified as
having low archaeological sensitivity. The area has been extensively disturbed from
previous construction and site preparation activities, significantly reducing the
probability of encountering intact archaeological deposits. The Massachusetts
Historical Commission has reviewed the findings of the archaeological assessment
and recommended no additional archaeological survey.
Construction of the Phase 1 Project is not likely to create an adverse effect on any
historic resource.
Water and Wastewater
The Phase 1 Project will not use potable water above existing levels, which is
currently only associated with pavement cleaning (e.g., rubber removal). Further, the
Phase 1 Project does not involve sources of sanitary sewage.
Construction
A Construction Management Plan will be prepared to mitigate temporary
construction impacts. All work will be completed in compliance with state and
federal regulations.
The construction of the Phase 1 Project will require the removal of 1,750 tons of
asphalt that comprise the existing pavement surfaces. The Construction
Management Plan will require and track the recycling of these materials as well as
the Phase 1 Project’s other anticipated construction and demolition waste (e.g.,
land-clearing debris, metal, wood, cardboard, etc.). To the extent practicable, a
portable crusher will be utilized to facilitate the on-site reuse of concrete and
asphalt for the new construction. As previously stated, a Massachusetts Licensed Site
Professional will be engaged to determine whether any excavated soils can be
reused onsite and/or removed for off‐site reuse, recycling, or disposal. Soils will be
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managed in accordance with a site-specific Soil Management Plan, or when
appropriate, a Release Abatement Measure.

1.1.4

Ample and unconstrained existing infrastructure facilities and
services exist to support Phase 1
Adequate existing infrastructure facilities and services are available on the airport to
serve the Phase 1 Project, including adjoining airfield pavements and drainage
systems. Electric and telecommunications utilities are also located proximate to the
Phase 1 Project area.

1.1.5

Phase 1 is severable from other Project phases
The Phase 1 Project is a severable project that will be completed with only minimal
infrastructure improvements, as described above. It does not require the completion
of any other Project phase and has utility to the airport as a stand-alone project.
The construction of the Phase 1 Project will not impair or restrict the means by which
potential environmental impacts from any other project components may be
avoided, minimized, or mitigated for the full build. The reconstruction of Taxiway E
and updating of its ancillary components are required in order to maintain the safety
of aircraft operations and to meet specific FAA standards. During the design review
for the reconstruction of Taxiway E, the primary surface for Runway 6-24 was
analyzed for compliance. This resulted in a finding that the existing ground elevation
along 2,350 feet of Taxiway E exceeds the runway elevation within the limits of the
Code of Federal Regulations Part 77 primary surface. Existing ground elevations
should be at or lower than the Primary Surface elevation per FAA AC 150/5300-13A.
To resolve this discrepancy, the Airport could either lower Taxiway E and maintain
the elevation of Runway 6-24 (Alternative A) or maintain the elevation of Taxiway E
and raise Runway 6-24 (Alternative B). Both options would be replaced on the same
alignment.
Alternative A: This option would reconstruct Taxiway E to a grade approximately 18
inches below existing grade. Due to the intersecting infrastructure associated with
this taxiway, lowering of this component to accommodate the surface requirements
would also require lowering of a portion of Runway 15-33, stub taxiways, and a
substantial portion of the South Apron area. Additionally, the configuration of
Taxiways B and C under this alternative cannot be designed to meet FAA standards .
Alternative B (Preferred): This option would reconstruct Taxiway E in its current
configuration and height and, therefore, does not require modifications to the South
Apron area. Under this Alternative, Runway 6-24 would be raised 36 inches near the
24-end, which would necessitate regrading of part of its associated runway safety
area (“RSA”). Stub taxiways and portions of Runway 15/33 would also be adjusted to
meet the runway grade. This alternative would meet the requirements of FAA
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Primary Surface elevations and could be undertaken more expeditiously to address
the urgent safety issues on Taxiway E.
Permanent impacts to designated Priority Habitat, as defined in 321 CMR 10.02, will
be the same for both Alternative A and Alternative B: 0.59 acres of new pavement,
0.28 acres of pavement removal total; 0.31 acres net new pavement in Priority
habitat). Temporary impacts to designated Priority Habitat were calculated to be
32.91 acres under Alternative A and 37.07 acres under Alternative B (a difference of
roughly 4 acres). Although Alternative B has a slightly larger area of temporary
impact, this work is not anticipated to have a substantial long-term impact on the
listed plant populations affected by construction.
While there are minor differences in the temporary impacts of each alternative, there
are no differences in their permanent impacts. No other temporary or permanent
impacts are anticipated under either alternative with respect to other environmental
resources.
The Proponent has identified Alternative B as its preferred alternative. This is
because Alternative A is not considered feasible or practical due to its impacts to
intersecting infrastructure and the inability of Taxiways B and C to be designed to
meet FAA standards. Additionally, the temporary impacts associated with Alternative
B, while slightly greater, are not anticipated to have a long-term impact on statelisted species habitat.

1.1.6

Phase 1 will ensure due compliance with MEPA
The Phase 1 Project requires an amendment to the Airport’s existing Conservation &
Management Permit (“CMP”) under the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act
(“MESA”) due to the Project’s anticipated disturbance to habitat. The Airport met
with MassWildlife’s Natural Heritage & Endangered Species Program (“NHESP”) on
September 5, 2019, where the Airport and its engineering and environmental
planning consultants presented the details of the Project. At this meeting, NHESP
agreed that the Phase 1 Project can be included as an amendment to the Airport’s
existing CMP from 2008. Therefore, MEPA compliance for the Master Plan Project is
assured.

1.1.7

Conclusion
Based on the above evaluation of the standards for a Phase 1 Waiver, the Proponent
respectfully submits that the Phase 1 Waiver is warranted.
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Figure 1: Location Map
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Figure 3: Priority and Estimated Habitats
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Figure 4: Coastal Resources
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Distribution List
Attn: MEPA Coordinator
Commissioner’s Office
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
One Winter Street
Boston MA 02108
Attn: MEPA Coordinator
Millie Garcia-Serrano
Regional Director
Massachusetts Dept. of Environmental Protection-Southeast Office
20 Riverside Drive
Lakeville, MA 02347
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Public/Private Development Unit
10 Park Plaza, Suite 4150
Boston MA 02116
Mary-Joe Perry, District Highway Director
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Highway District 5 Office
1000 County Street
Taunton MA 02780
William Francis Galvin, Chair
Massachusetts Historical Commission
220 Morrissey Boulevard
Boston, MA 02125-3314
Nantucket Historical Association
15 Broad Street
P.O. Box 1016
Nantucket, MA 02554
Nathaniel Lowell, Chair
Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission
1

Town of Nantucket
2 Fairgrounds Rd.
Nantucket, MA 02554
Dawn E. Hill Holdgate, Chair
Select Board
Town of Nantucket
16 Broad Street
Nantucket, MA 02554
Judith Wegner, Chair
Planning & Land Use Services
Town of Nantucket
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Ashley Erisman, Chair
The Nantucket Conservation Commission
2 Bathing Beach Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Stephen J. Visco, Chair
Board of Health
Town of Nantucket
3 East Chestnut Street
Nantucket, MA 02554
Ann Scott
Executive Director
Nantucket Atheneum
PO Box 808
1 India Street
Nantucket, MA 02554
Elizabeth C. Gibson
Town Manager
Town of Nantucket
16 Broad Street
1st Floor
Nantucket, MA 02554
Robert McNeil
Public Works Director
Town of Nantucket
188 Madaket Road
2

Nantucket, MA 02554
T. Michael Burns, AICP
Town of Nantucket
Transportation Planner
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Maureen Coleman
Public Records Compliance Officer
Town of Nantucket
16 Broad Street
Nantucket, MA 02554
Cheryl Andrews-Maltais
Tribal Council Chairwoman
Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head
20 Black Brook Road
Aquinnah, MA 02535
Jeffrey DeCarlo
Aeronautics Administrator
Massachusetts Dept. of Transportation-Aeronautics Division
Logan Office Center
1 Harborside Drive, Suite 205N
Boston, MA 02128
Nate Rawding
Environmental Analyst III
Massachusetts Dept. of Transportation-Aeronautics Division
Logan Office Center
1 Harborside Drive, Suite 205N
Boston, MA 02128
Attn: Project Review Coordinator
Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
251 Causeway Street, Suite 800
Boston, MA 02114
Stephen McKenna
Regional Coordinator
Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management-Cape Cod and Islands
3195 Main Street, P.O. Box 220
Barnstable, MA 02630
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Kerry Allard
Permitting Coordinator
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries-Martha's Vineyard Office
57 Shirley Street
Oak Bluffs, MA 02557
Amy Hoenig
Endangered Species Review Biologist
Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program
1 Rabbit Hill Road
Westborough, MA 01581
Massachusetts Dept. of Conservation and Recreation
Main Office
251 Causeway Street, 9th Floor
Boston, MA 02114
Ron O’Connor, Director
Massachusetts Dept. of Public Health
Office of Local and Regional Health
250 Washington Street
Boston, MA 02108
Attn.: MEPA Coordinator
Judith Judson, Commissioner
Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources
100 Cambridge St., Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Richard Doucette, Environmental Program Manager
Federal Aviation Administration-New England Regional Office
1200 District Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
Michelle Ricci
Project Manager/Team Planner for Massachusetts
Federal Aviation Administration-New England Regional Office
1200 District Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 1
5 Post Office Square - Suite 100
Boston, MA 02109-3912
Kira Jacobs
Drinking Water Quality and Protection Unit
4

U.S. EPA (OEP 6-2)
John W. McCormack Building
5 Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109
Daniel W. Drake, Chair
Nantucket Memorial Airport Commission
14 Airport Road Unit 1
Nantucket, MA 02554
Thomas Rafter
Airport Manager
Nantucket Memorial Airport
14 Airport Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Noah J. Karberg
Environmental Coordinator
Nantucket Memorial Airport
14 Airport Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
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List of Municipal and Federal Permits
•

National Environmental Policy Act – Environmental Assessment

•

NPDES Construction Permit – Notice of Intent and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan
(May not be needed since all precipitation that lands on site infiltrates into the ground)

•

NPDES Multi-Sector General Permit (if applicable) – including update of the airport’s existing
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan,
and Installation Spill Contingency Plan

•

Coastal Zone Management – Consistency Finding

•

Nantucket Planning Board review

•

Nantucket Building Permit

•

Nantucket Bylaw Chapter 136, Wetland Protection – Notice of Intent

•

Local sewer and water connection permits

